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Oceans Apart is a story for anyone who has ever been struck by wanderlust. Kevin McCarey's memoir
portrays the life of a young man who, armed only with his own youthful intrepidness, finds himself sailing
on American merchant ships to adventures beyond his wildest imaginings. It is the characters he meets that
ultimately illuminate what it means to explore the world: the Portuguese street girl he weds for a day -- the
Italian villagers who steer him from certain danger -- the surly stevedore with a soft spot for Puerto Rico's
poor -- the bookseller in war-torn Vietnam who lives only for poetry. Just as revealing are the flashbacks to
the author's home turf, the Hudson River Valley. The stories of his flamboyant, half-cocked Irish-American
family are as fraught and funny as the adventures overseas. McCarey shipped out during turbulent times, and
his voyages range from delivering high explosives to Vietnam in floating rust buckets, to weathering a
ferocious Atlantic hurricane in a dilapidated tanker. But for all the terrifying dangers, McCarey writes with a
deep passion for the blue majesty of the ocean world. Oceans Apart: the Wanderings of a Young Mariner is a
warm and compelling memoir; equal parts a rollicking sea yarn, an exotic travelogue and a classic coming-
of-age story.
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From reader reviews:

Annette Puente:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite guide and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add
your knowledge by the e-book entitled Oceans Apart. Try to the actual book Oceans Apart as your buddy. It
means that it can being your friend when you experience alone and beside regarding course make you
smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know anything by the book. So , we need to make new experience in addition to
knowledge with this book.

Richard Gary:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yep, you can
choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare time to take a
wander, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book entitled Oceans
Apart? Maybe it is to be best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time with the
favorite's book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have different
opinion?

Joyce Greenberg:

Now a day those who Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by connect with the internet and
the resources in it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each info they get. How a lot more to be
smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading through a book
can help folks out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Oceans Apart book because this book
offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the details in this book hundred pct guarantees there is
no doubt in it you probably know this.

Billy Migliore:

As a pupil exactly feel bored to help reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library or even make
summary for some book, they are complained. Just little students that has reading's internal or real their
passion. They just do what the professor want, like asked to the library. They go to presently there but
nothing reading really. Any students feel that looking at is not important, boring in addition to can't see
colorful pics on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important for you personally. As we
know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. So , this Oceans Apart can make you really feel more interested to read.
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